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February 4, 2017

How Voice Interfaces will impact SEO
These are my expanded, augmented notes based on the O'Reilly bots podcast episode
featuring Brad Abrams. I �nd that the best source of information about chat bots at the
moment comes from podcasts where the practitioners themselves give us up to date insights
on the world of chat bots.
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How Google assistant �ts into other products and services at Google
[@00:00:30]
Google thinks of the Assistant as a conversational interface which helps people get things
done. Given that it is Google, they are going one step above and looking at the meta-problem
like "getting things done" - which can span a huge number of things. If products like Echo
are based on an imaginary press release which is based on a lot of speci�cs, Google seems to
be deciding on new ventures based on generalizing.

Another thing he mentioned is that it is personal. It learns as many things about you as
possible in order to provide the most relevant choices. For example, you can simply ask it
"What's on my schedule today?" and it should be able to answer that questions based on a)
identifying who is asking the question and b) all the data that person has stored across various
Google services - their Android phone, their Google calendar, GMail etc.

What is different about Google's take on AI versus other companies
[@00:02:17]
Google is taking an AI-�rst and conversation-�rst approach to this space. While this has been
well known for a while, it is nice to have someone from Google directly mention it. You might
also be interested in this article which talks about how Google is having a lot of its developers
go through training in Machine Learning.

http://www.businessinsider.com.au/amazon-unusual-process-to-decide-on-new-products-2016-9
https://backchannel.com/how-google-is-remaking-itself-as-a-machine-learning-first-company-ada63defcb70#.t3nb0vg98
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What would an AI �rst world look like? Here is an answer from Peter Norvig on Quora. The bar
for AI-�rst is quite high, since it is moving from 'information retrieval' to 'assisting people in all
things they do'. To quote from that answer:

With information retrieval, anything over 80% recall and precision is pretty good—
not every suggestion has to be perfect, since the user can ignore the bad
suggestions. With assistance, there is a much higher barrier. You wouldn’t use a
service that booked the wrong reservation 20% of the time

There is also the statutory cynical response in that thread.

Marketing slogan.

Well, that, and it will make futurists all giddy.

Well, always good to get the full spectrum of views.

Assistant is multi-device in contrast to the other devices like Echo.
How did it evolve that way? [@00:04:15]
Google decided to put the user at the center and do things based on the user's needs.
Apparently, there has been a Google-wide effort to make sure that this happens. However,
according to this article on ArsTechnica, there is plenty of work to do to make it really multi-
device.

Will Google make "Identity as a service" noti�cation conduits
available to developers? [@00:06:15]
To expand on this question - Google Assistant surfaces noti�cations, e.g. new pictures on
Google Plus, new messages on Allo etc. on different Google services such as GMail. That is, it
resides in many of the Google services. Will these noti�cations be available for programmers
to use as a sort of identity as a service?

“

“

https://www.quora.com/What-does-it-mean-for-Google-to-become-an-AI-first-company/answer/Peter-Norvig?srid=zo6v
https://www.quora.com/What-does-it-mean-for-Google-to-become-an-AI-first-company/answer/Steve-Wilkinson-15?srid=zo6v
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2016/09/google-allos-limitations-explained-in-one-word-india/
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Brad mentions that there are plans to enable such features, but cautions that it has to be done
in a way that the user's can understand what data is being shared with whom etc.

Will Google Actions be accessible to third party developers?
[@00:08:27]
The answer to this seems to be quite clearly a big yes, based on this article from API.AI.
Speaking of API.AI, I have built a bot for fetching statistics about cricket from Cricinfo
StatsGuru using API.AI, and you should de�nitely check it out.

How Actions work with Google Assistant [@00:09:30]
When you use one of these actions, the user can say for example, OK Google, talk to SongPop.
You want to invoke a third party - it will �nd the Action and start it up and then play a sound -
there is a Earcon - a distinctive sound. Google Assistant says "Here's SongPop". And SongPop
will play in a different voice. Four different voices - two male and two female that a developer
can choose. It is a distinctive voice. When the conversation ends, the reverse happens. There is
an exit, earcon and then you are back talking to the Google Assistant.

You might be wondering, isn't this all a bit tedious? Well, it depends on what exactly you want
to do. More importantly, it depends on the alternative available. For example, I am sure for
certain kinds of tasks people would still prefer a solid desktop/laptop with a solid hardware
keyboard rather than a mobile device. Or, well... I could just be behind on trends. 

How can developers access Assistant? [@00:11:19]
There is an SDK, and like many of the bot platforms, Google Assistant de�nes a webhook -
which is a HTTP endpoint that can respond to json documents. Assistant passes json to the
developer - "this is what the user said". Assistant takes the audio and turns it into text and
passes the whole text string to the webhook. On the webhook end, the developer can do
their own intent parsing on that and �gure out how to handle the user's text.

Tools like API.AI makes it easy to do this whole setup. (Did I mention that I have built a chat
bot that dispenses back-link building advice based on the Backlinko blog?) Once the developer
processes the input, they can return a JSON document with a message which tells Assistant
 what to say to the user. Including SSML, so Assistant can play audio. 

http://miningbusinessdata.com/cricket-statsbot/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earcon
http://digiday.com/publishers/mobile-overtaking-desktops-around-world-5-charts/
http://miningbusinessdata.com/link-building-advice-from-the-backlinko-blog/
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How good are the models used for voice to text? [@00:12:27]
First of all, Google has a ton of data from years of Google search queries. And don't forget that
Google keeps the entire internet in its own cache. The Assistant's speech to text capabilities
are generally very good, in the view of Brad Abrams.

In addition, you can do speech bias in the SDK both statically and dynamically - you can say
"Look, the next thing the user says is very likely to be one of these phrases", and Google
Assistant can speech bias towards those phrases. It is not a guaranteed match, but the
developer's domain knowledge will help decode the user's words.

Can the developer upload their own domain speci�c ontology?
[@00:13:59]
With API.AI, you do this by default. For my cricket stats chatbot, for example, I de�ned entities
for all international cricket players by uploading a JSON �le which I scraped from the Cricinfo
website.

 During the process of translating the user's command, there is an automatic speech bias
towards such entities. And according to Brad, there are also other APIs available to do this.

Allo has a direct web-based voice to text service. Is Google
encouraging people to do voice-to-text on the cloud? [@00:14:56]
Because there are a lot more compute cycles available on the cloud, Google prefers that the
voice to text happens on the cloud for greater accuracy. As a side note, this is also why Google
seems to be "changing its mind" on what you actually said as you speak out more words.

As a side-sidenote, if you have used Dragon Naturally Speaking, you have noticed this in many
different speech recognition systems. As these systems hear more details, they are able to
"backtrack" on the tree of possible words and go down a different path.

Tips for developers who are creating bots on API.AI [@00:16:55]
According to Brad, the voice modality is different, and you need to be more conscious of the
information you are providing to users so that they know what to say next (the prompts which
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move the conversation forward). Remember that at the end of the day, for the best bot
experience, the conversation should be guided and preferably not free form. Unless you want a
Taybacle. 

A really interesting problem, which I got introduced to after listening to this podcast, is
managing microphone state. That is, how long should you listen for user input? This usually
depends on the choices presented to the user, which goes back to the previous point about
providing enough information to the user to carry the conversation forward.

Google's conversation design guide [@00:18:18]
Google has a conversation design guide which has what it calls VUI - Voice User Interface
guidelines. A couple of issues to think about - what is the voice of the brand? This will help you
decide between the two male and two female voices available. What is the persona of the bot?

The different voices in Google Home [@00:18:50]
Google Home has a "Google" voice, and it has a different voice for apps (Actions) on Google
Home. And within the Actions themselves, there are multiple distinctive voices.

It is not clear from what was discussed in the podcast whether every single Action will get its
own voice.

Fully recorded audio [@00:19:38]
Google Assistant also supports fully recorded audio. For example, Brad points out that the
HeadSpace app has a really on-brand audio recording when users interact with its app.

The male and female voices in New York's subway system
[@00:20:12]
Apparently, when folks designed the New York subway system, they felt people would be more
receptive to information from a female voice and instruction from a male voice and created the
announcement voices accordingly.

http://www.geekwire.com/2016/microsoft-chatbot-tay-mit-technology-fails/
https://developers.google.com/actions/design/walkthrough
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Just like style transfer works for paintings, can voice transfer work
with Assistant? [@00:21:53]
A note on style transfer: this is the process of taking a random photograph submitted by a user
and it will apply a �lter to create a painting like version of it painted in the style of some
famous artist, such as Van Gogh. The question is whether it is possible to record a few
snippets of your voice and get all replies to use that voice?

Brad mentions that this is an interesting area of work, but does not say much concrete. I will
presume for now that they are not very close to doing this yet.

The most interesting request Brad gets from developers [@00:23:26]
Apparently, many developers are interested in creating Actions which works only on their
devices. This is understandable given how nascent the technology is, but at the moment
Google does not provide support for this.

Brad: "Yes, you build your app. You have a web based simulator. You can try it out on any
Google home that you are signed in to, you can try it out.

And then you deploy it. It goes through a review process at Google. And then once it passes, it
will show up in the directory. Anybody with a Google home can access it. There is nothing to
install. People can just starting to your new action."

Generalized vs speci�c requests on Google Assistant [@00:26:27]
It is possible for end users to invoke actions by asking for a speci�c app. But there is also the
notion of generalized requests where users can simply use a phrase like "I want to meditate"
and Assistant will �nd the appropriate voice for you.

Discovery [@00:26:27]
This leads to the discovery question, and Brad mentions that it is still very early when it comes
to discovery.

My experience building a cricket stats bot
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As a little side note, and also because I just love talking about stuff that I made  , I realized
something interesting when I was creating the cricket stats bot.

I de�ned entities - in my case player-names, type-of-game (T20 vs ODI vs Test match), team-
names - which are sort of the foundation of the bot. And I supplied a list of corresponding
names, and API.AI then helped me build a bot which took a user's natural language question
and gave me something close to a good answer.

I didn't put a lot of effort into ironing out all the different kinks, but here are some takeaways
for me:

a. Right now, these natural language queries do not work well on Google for the game of
cricket. Being a big fan, I am probably quite the subject matter expert on this, and I have
transferred my knowledge to Google via API.AI. In the unlikely event that my cricket stats bot
suddenly takes off, I would become a credible source and an authority of such data at that
point, and by merely creating a bot on API.AI, I helped Google understand yet another domain.

b. The proper name recognition, interestingly, performs worse for very common names such as
Joe and Steve and Smith and in turn messes up the accuracy of the chatbot. Why is this the
case? I believe it is because API.AI gives precedence to the most common name �rst, and then
becomes more speci�c. The speech bias mentioned in the previous section is not super
accurate when the words are too common.

While this is acceptable for a game like cricket which for historical reasons does not have a ton
of players with regular names, this can be a problem for other sports (I am just guessing here,
because I don't know how many common names there are in say the NBA).

c. As people start creating more and more bots on API.AI, Google will now be able to get a ton
of answers to questions which are really nuanced. These are usually called complex questions
in Natural Language Processing, and a good example is from the following video by Prof. Dan
Jurafsky, who has done pioneering work in NLP.
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The question goes like this:

"In children with acute febrile illness, what is the e�cacy of single medication therapy with
acetaminophen or ibuprofen in reducing fever?"

The answer to such questions is what I would call a "human synthesized" response which
should also be reasoned and tempered. For example, you want to provide the answer, but it
should hopefully not be a single word answer that you see as a Google Answer on the top of
your Google search results but should perhaps be "It is best to also consult the doctor before
trying to self-medicate" because we don't know the user's circumstances.

If WebMD were to create its own bot on API.AI (maybe it already is working on one, I don't
know) there are also such factors to consider for complex question answering. The cricket
stats bot, for example, is presently better than Google search because being the cricket nut
that I am, I am fairly certain there is no way to get an answer to the complex cricket stat
questions via Google.

Invocation triggers [@00:28:16]

The phrases such as "I want to meditate" are called invocation triggers.

Discovery phrase squatting [@00:28:20]
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As with all real and perceived gold rushes, there is also the question of discovery phrase
squatting in the same way people do domain squatting. Brad mentions that there is a review
process in place which looks for such stuff, but more importantly Google has a lot of data
about different kinds of ranking signals which it will use to decide where to route the request.

Invocation Name [@00:29:02]

This is sort of like a domain name in that you can register a unique one for yourself and if the
user says "Talk to Invocation Name" then Assistant will only summon your app. In that sense,
the invocation name is like a domain name, while a discovery phrase is like registering for
keywords on AdWords.

How ranking works on Assistant [@00:29:53]

As mentioned before, Google has plenty of ranking signals. Also, when Assistant makes a
suggestion - Google can follow up on what happened: did the user take them up on the
suggestion, are they repeat users, how many turns of dialog do they have, was the question
answered well?

Brad mentions that since an Action will also be associated with a website, Google can also
decide if that website itself would be considered a good source for such information. Hey, you
do know that winners win on the web right?

How many results do you get back with voice search? [@00:29:53]
Google is doing some user studies on this and currently it gives back only a single result, but it
might be increased to two or more in the future.

Is Google Assistant on its way to becoming the GodBot? [@00:33:00]
Brad mentions that Google does not have �rst party offerings for a lot of questions and will be
routing requests to third party bots in such cases.

(So, yes, that is something that Google would absolutely prefer).

Where does API.AI �t in?

https://buildandlaunch.net/patio11/
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Brad mentions the following positives about API.AI:

a. They have made it easy for people to build conversational interfaces (and I can attest to
that). You do not need to have a machine learning expert on staff to build out a bot

b. Google would like to see hundreds of thousands of Actions created on the API.AI platform

c. API.AI already has excellent integration with other services such as FB Messenger, Slack, Kik
etc.

Also, he mentions that API.AI will likely continue to be a standalone offering similar to how
Facebook runs wit.ai.

Google Assistant on Pixel vs Google Assistant on stock Android
[@00:39:25]
Brad emphasizes that the experience of Assistant on the Pixel phone is superior to the
experience of assistant on the other Android devices. In that sense, Assistant is simply more
available on Pixel.

I wonder if this means high end smartphones will get a fresh lease of life depending on their AI
capabilities - in particular how well they integrate with the other conversational interfaces you
already have installed in your house? Clearly there is a push from Google to have greater
control over the entire stack - from the user's smartphone all the way to the cloud server
running their services.
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